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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.83.

Highlight of Version 6.2.83

Alternate Roster Start Point

More

Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

Improvements
1. SAM Emails have been updated to allow the details of split bookings to be included when they are created. The field "ROOMDETAIL" can be used

to include this information on Transport Notification emails. [#20498]

2. Workforce Reporting has been updated to allow special characters in usernames and passwords.

3. Workforce Report SRF278 Workflow KPI by Camp has been updated to show the camp consistently across all booking types. [#21544]

4. Workflow Transport Availability page has been updated to allow the page heading to be changed. This is configured within the Menu Links for
the page.

5. SAM has been updated to show the Camp and Room Type when making a roster booking. This is to maintain consistency with Workflow.

6. After completing a Multiple Reschedule in SAM, there is an option to go to the Send SMS page with the list of people who were successfully
rescheduled so they can be sent an SMS. [#20624]

7. Group Bookings have been updated to allow the ID to be searched on.

8. The Shift Visual tab on Folio requests has been updated to allow changes to be applied in bulk. [#20875]

Alternate Roster Start Point [#19969]
Rosters in SAM and Workflow have been updated with the ability to specify an alternate start point if the roster has more
than one onsite-offsite pattern.
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9. SAM Bookings | Search | By Room has been updated to always redirect to the persons bookings when clicking their name, even if the booking
was made in an event. [#20751]

10. The Folio Leave Request has been updated to require the user to specify the leave type when entering the initial dates. The leave type can be
further changed once the request been created if required. [#20765]

11. SMS100 Accommodation Arrival has been updated to show a preview of the number of messages which could be sent based on the specified
criteria.

12. The Event Management Crew page has been updated to show additional details of the crew in the grid. There is also an option to export the grid
to Excel. [#18357]

13. Workforce Report SRF265 Duplicate Rosters has been updated to only show active rosters by default. The report will also show total assigned
resources and take into account if the pattern includes a last night room move.

14. Multi-Remove has been updated with the ability to filter the results. There is also a field to indicate if the request is a room change when the first
transport has a direction of OUT. [#21391]

15. Additional auditing has been added to Group Memberships in SAM.

16. Workflow has been updated to store the camp when making an OUT/IN booking.

17. Rosters in SAM have been updated with a tooltip to indicate why the roster cannot be made inactive.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF224 Bookings by Date Range would create a large file size, even if there wasn't much data reported.

[#21343]

2. Fixed an issue with SAM Reports | Financials | Contractor On Site Hours Grouped could timeout when running for 1 month. [#21308]

3. Fixed an issue where running a roster with a Last Night Room Move would not find a room when run into a non-owned room. [#21421]

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy where room locks were no longer included. [#21516]

5. Fixed an issue where updating the shift status on a Folio Reschedule was not updating the Shift Visual tab. [#21547]

6. Fixed an issue where couples rooms could generate additional vacate cleans even though the room was still occupied. [#19777]

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF298 Transport and Accommodation No Show Go Show where early and late departures were not
correctly classified. [#18936]

8. Fixed an issue where Finalise Complete would not show an error message and left the person on the page with a success message.

9. Fixed an issue with processing Folio requests where a person had a last night room move and was extending their booking.

10. Fixed an issue where a Folio Leave Request could accidentally remove all future bookings.

11. Fixed an issue where it was possible for duplicate cleans to be created for future dates when the room had never been used in the cleaning roster
before. [#21689]

12. Fixed an issue where the Night Audit could not promote waitlists for tomorrow.

13. Fixed an issue where updating the Cost Code in a Folio request as the final approver was not updating SAM when the request was approved.
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